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Editor Patrick Meadows

No tricks, just a lot of treats

I

Cyan Spicer
Opinion Columnist

t’s that time of year yet again.
Leaves are changing colors,
classes are in full swing,
there are tons of spooky decorations all over campus, and
a lot of people are preparing
themselves for any and all Halloween celebrations.
The spooky season is upon
us, and like every year, there
are many people who are filled
with a lot more Halloween spirit
and excitement than others.
Walking through campus, there
are clear signs in the buildings,
and dorms especially, that show
who is already very much into
Halloween.
Although it is now common to see spooky decorations
and hear talk of scary movies,
haunted houses, or what costumes people are thinking of
wearing this year, Halloween
hasn’t always been a celebration
of the frightful stuff.
Halloween actually derives
from around 2,000 years ago
from the Celtics, who celebrated

their new year on November 1.
Since then, however, Halloween
has become a different kind of
celebration, but a celebration
nonetheless. People of many
age groups enjoy Halloween,
but the question seems to be:
how old is too old to celebrate
Halloween?
The answer, although a bit
lengthy in explanation, is that
there is no ‘too old’ to celebrate
something. “You’re only too
old when it stops being fun for
you,” First-year Sophie Pflunger
said. Eloquently said, I believe.
There are many people who
are always going to find Halloween fun, and there are those
who despise Halloween from a
young age.
The holiday isn’t strictly
made for children, nor is it made
to stop being fun for people at

“Even if it is a ‘kid’
holiday, there’s no reason that older people
cannot still enjoy such
things.”
a certain age. Even if it is a ‘kid’
holiday, there’s no reason that
older people cannot still enjoy
such things. “First off, you can
never be too old for anything if
you like it. Second, Halloween
is so much fun,” Sophomore
Martha Scherschligt told me.
The great thing about Halloween is that it has many
parts that can be enjoyable for
any age. A younger person
can look forward to pumpkin
carving, hay rides, going trick
or treating, and maybe even a
haunted house, whereas older
people tend to enjoy the haunted houses as well, but on top of
those they can find joy in scary
movies, costume parties, and
different festivals that are held
in celebration of Halloween.

I know plenty of people who
are more excited for Halloween
than they are for the winter holidays. Even though there’s no
break in classes for Halloween,
people still find that it brings
them more joy and overall, is
a lot more fun for them to celebrate than any other holiday.
Halloween brings out a
youthful side to people. It’s a

“...Halloween is a
celebration for anyone
who chooses to
celebrate it.”
fairly innocent thing, getting
dressed up, going out to haunted houses, or parties with your
friends, watching scary movies,
and eating a ton of candy.
It’s childish in the best of
ways. There are ways that people celebrate Halloween that
isn’t very childish, of course, but
overall the holiday brings out a
younger side of those who really
choose to celebrate the holiday.
Yes, plenty of people do
not enjoy the holiday, but just
because you might not like Halloween doesn’t mean everyone

“Yes, plenty of
people do not enjoy
the holiday, but just
because you might not
like Halloween doesn’t
mean everyone your
age has grown out of
enjoying it.“
your age has grown out of enjoying it. The things we enjoy
are ours to enjoy, and no one
can tell you to stop loving Halloween in the way you do, or to
start loving it when you don’t.
There is no ‘too old’ to enjoy
Halloween because there’s no

Some organizations host trick-or-treating for local children.

‘too old’ to enjoy anything, really. As long as it doesn’t hurt
anyone else, no one should be
trying to take away the things
that make us happy. That’s
why I say that Halloween is
a celebration for anyone who
chooses to celebrate it. There’s
plenty to do, and many things

Creative Commons

that aren’t even ‘spooky’, so
go out and enjoy the season.
There is absolutely no reason for
anyone to tell you can’t go and
enjoy the scary side of life, every
once in a while at least.
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We need gun control now
even faster. There is no other
situation that something like
that would ever be needed in
the average person’s life.
However, no one in their
right mind is arguing to completely abolish the second
amendment. That notion is
simply illogical and unrealistic.
Owning antique and hunting
guns is absolutely a right and
I would never try to argue that
people should not be able to
own them. I am making the
simple argument that a normal
civilian off the street should not

To the EditorThe HerCampus chapter at Gustavus wanted to formally state our
position regarding the controversial window paintings last week. We
chose to write “We Stand With Survivors” on our window after seeing
the harmful message that the College Republicans wrote on theirs, and
we continue to stand by that message, even after the windows in the
caf have been cleaned. While HerCampus is not technically affiliated
with any political party, we unanimously voted to write the message.
Additionally, any political party that supports taking away women’s
rights–or human rights, for that matter–is not a party that HerCampus
will support. We believe in equality for all, and hope that the rest of
campus joins us in making that goal a reality here on the hill.
If you or someone you know is a survivor of sexual assault, please
know that we at HerCampus support and love you. We also encourage
you to reach out to the Sexual Assault Response Team (SART), Campus
Safety, or someone else you trust. You are not alone.
HCXO,
The HerCampus Gustavus team

The Good, the Bad, and
the Meh
Assuming your parents are coming this
weekend, expect a decent meal soon.
Like winter, midterms are coming

Did you get your flu shot? Guess you’ll find
out soon.

I

Emily Seppelt
Opinion Columnist

f you attended the rave on
Saturday night, you may
know that someone made
a fake threat of violence at the
event. Even though the threat
was false, the fear that it created was real. This is just one
piece of evidence of the shared
cultural trauma in America due
to the countless mass shootings that have occurred in the
last 20-25 years. I know that in
high school, myself and others
always had the fear in the back
of our minds that a shooting
would happen at our school.
Even if I just saw an adult
stranger in the hallways, the
thought would always cross my
mind–“Am I safe?”
Inevitably, people argue that
we are all overreacting. They
argue that while tragedies such
as Sandy Hook and Parkland

“Even if I just saw an
adult stranger in the
hallways, the thought
would always cross my
mind–’Am I safe?’”
are terrible, people are at fault,
not guns. While I understand
their argument, I feel it is illogical. If people are the problem,
then why don’t we more heavily regulate who gets to own a
gun in America? If people are
the issue, why do we continue
to make it so easy for them to
hurt other people? If a person
is mentally ill, it should not
be easy for them to purchase a
gun. If someone has committed a felony, they should not
have to right to be able to own
a weapon that could harm so
many people. If we aren’t going
to let them vote, why do we let
them wield so much power to
hurt people even more than they
already have? Running a simple
background check is a reasonable enough request and would
most likely save many people.
It also should not even be
possible for anyone to buy
weapons such as AR-15’s and
other weapons of war. There is
absolutely no reason people to
need to own such deadly and
otherwise useless weapons. Just
look at the Las Vegas shooting.
A regular guy off the street
was able to buy “bump stocks”
which enabled him to shoot

“I am making the simple argument that a normal civilian off the street
should not be able to
buy weapon of war ...”
be able to buy weapon of war
or things that serve no other
use than to hurt large amounts
of people.
So the fact that both common
people and people in our government get so angry at these
requests is honestly insane and
offensive. And to stoop so low
as to make fun of teenagers trying to do the right thing, as is the
case in the Parkland Shooting, is
shameful. The fact that gun lobbyists are funding many of these

“There is still time to
register in Minnesota,
and you can vote here
in Saint Peter or get an
absentee ballot from
home.”
Representatives and Senators
explains why.
As we’ve been able to see already, if we continue to allow so
many horrible mass shootings
to occur in America, we will become desensitized to them. And
we already are. If we couldn’t
even correct our actions after
something like Sandy Hook,
where children were killed, how
can we ever come back from
that place? There is absolutely
no excuse. While things have
somewhat improved after students at Parkland and around
the country acted and said no to
gun violence, America still has
quite a long way to go.
However, there is still hope.
Everyone on campus can step
up and voice their opinion. Almost everyone campus will be
able to vote in this upcoming
midterm election. We can all
step up and vote out the people
who do not represent us in both
St. Paul and Washington D.C.
If one of your representatives
hasn’t voted for safer gun laws,
they don’t deserve to represent
you. There is still time to register
in Minnesota, and you can vote
here in Saint Peter or get an
absentee ballot from home. We
cannot sit by and watch while
our situation only worsens and
worsens. We have the power to
change things, so we should.
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Falling for fall weather

Lauren Casey
Opinion Columnist

A

s it gets darker earlier
and the flip-flops go to
the back of the closet for
hibernation, it isn’t uncommon
to feel more down than usual.
In fact, this is a legitimate problem that affects many college
students. This phenomenon,
Seasonal Affective Disorder,
is a big reason why there are
these two kinds of people when
it comes to fall. Love it or hate
it. “Seasonal affective disorder
occurs when the weather gets
colder and there’s less sunshine
which causes people to feel
unmotivated and sadder than
usual,” Senior Kristen Eggler
said. At this point, it may seem
hard to believe that there is any
good that comes from cloudy
and cold weather. Instead of
getting pulled down by gross
looking conditions, I have found
the good things that fall weather
brings.
Fall weather brings the opportunity to wear the other 2/3
of our closets. “Minnesotans
have great fall wardrobes, so
the people look sharp,” Senior
Andrew Mowbray said. It is the
happy medium between sweating the day away and freezing
our fingers off, leaving us with
the perfect opportunity to wear
what we want rather than putting on so many layers that
we look like the Michelin man
walking around campus. This
definitely is aimed at girls, but
the reason we get up on those
dreary mornings is because of
the basic baggy sweaters, earthy
tones, fuzzy flannels, boots,
scarves, hoodies, and perfectly
crafted messy buns. I guess guys
could participate in this too, but
that would be something else.
Fall fashion is easy to throw
together, and the weather gives
us a reason to wear all things
comfortable. As much as us gals
like our fall fashion, we love seeing all the guys around campus
looking sharp as well.
“Fall weather brings comfort,” Junior Teanna Britton
said. Warm things are what
comes to mind when I think of
fall. By this, I mean to say that
it seems more acceptable to eat
soup and drink warm drinks
again. It may just be me, but
there definitely is an unwritten
rule that soup and warm cider is
not as acceptable to have during

the summer, and it definitely
doesn’t taste as good. It may be
cold outside, but the warmth
radiating through a cup of a
freshly brewed coffee, doubling
as a hand warmer, makes it
worth the nippy walk to class.
Fall is the reason that pumpkin
spice lattes and other products
that really shouldn’t have been
made into a pumpkin spice version, exist. At this point of the
year, a cup of something warm
is basically a part of a typical
“basic” outfit. Some may say
that fall weather is a no go because it brings the first common
cold of the year, and while I am
pretty sure no one enjoys that,
a nice bowl of chicken noodle
soup makes it all okay again.
Lastly, being sick on a gross
cloudy day is much better than
missing out on a nice sunny
day. I’d much rather be sick on
a fall day than in the summer.
That’s definitely another weird
reason to appreciate sub par fall
weather.
With fall, comes the fall The library houses light boxes to fight S.A.D in the winter.
festivities, sports, and vibes
that are posted on Instagram at
this time every year. “I like Fall

“Don’t deny it, we
have all gone out of
our way to step on a
crunchy leaf just for the
satisfaction of hearing
the crunch.”
because it is the start of football
and gymnastics season, also
because of the decorations and
Halloween, too,” Junior Leah
Heilig said. Fall has a purpose,
and is the most photogenic
season for Instagram and cuffing season as we call it. There
are so many activities to do
during the fall with friends,
and those who are more than
friends, such as going to corn
mazes, football games, haunted
houses, apple orchards, fantasy
leagues, pumpkin patches, Halloween parties, and much more.
If any of these festivities took
place in any other season, it just
wouldn’t be the same.
Saving the best for last, the
fall colors. It really is the little
things that count when it comes
to fall. If the red, orange, and
gold leaves didn’t wave around
in the gusty winds during this
time, it would drastically change
a lot of opinions about fall. For
some people, the leaves are the
reason they love fall. “Coming
from California I don’t really
get seasons, so it’s cool to see all
the changes take place,” Junior
Kyle Mugica said. The transition
from summer to fall is definitely
the best transition between all
four of Minnesota’s seasons.
Once the leaves have faded and
turn to a crunchy brown, we still
appreciate them. Don’t deny it,
we have all gone out of our way
to step on a crunchy leaf just for
the satisfaction of hearing the
crunch. “I like the fall because
the crisp air combined with the
changing fall colors makes for a
good aesthetic,” Mowbray said.
Driving up twhe hill to campus
is a treat in general, but when
the leaves are all a tinted red
and orange, driving up College
Avenue is just that much more

Abby Anderson

Advice for the floundering first-year

D

ear first-years,
I hope your first month of college went
well and that your transition here has been
smooth. I know this has been a big life-changing
experience for you, but you are absolutely killing it
so far. Keep working hard, and you will succeed.
But I’m not writing just to encourage you, I also
want to talk about something that’s maybe not so
nice: quitting a student org that you don’t feel is
working out for you.
I think we’ve all been in this position before. It’s
easy to get swept away at the involvement fair and
lose track of how many lists you’ve put your name
down on. Pretty soon, you’re getting emails about
more things than you can keep track of and every
org wants something from you: come to a meeting.
Marie Osuna
Write an article. Help out at an event.
Copy Editor
You can try to balance everything, but it can be
too much for one Gustie to manage. That’s why you sometimes have to break
up with a student org.
Here’s my advice for you: just swallow your pride and do it. Yes, it might
mean having the world’s most uncomfortable conversation with the president
of the club. They might ask you why it’s not working out, and you’ll have
to tell them that you just don’t like playing chess (or whatever the club is
about). They might be a little hurt, but they’ll get over it. It’s better that you say
something now, at the beginning of the year, before they are really expecting
you to help out at the biggest event of the year and you have to say no.
Although it might be a bit awkward, it will be okay in the end, and they
won’t hold it against you forever. When you see the person on campus, just
smile and wave at them as you would any other acquaintance. They’ll have to
smile back eventually.
If you joined a club that you just don’t love, don’t keep going just because
you made the commitment. You are allowed to try things out and admit that
they don’t fit well with who you are. As long as you complete any lingering
responsibilities that you may have committed to (writing articles, making
posters, ect.), you are allowed to politely step away.
Stay strong, dear first-years. You can do this.
Best wishes,
Marie
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Q: How did the hipster burn his tongue?

http://tools.atozteacherstuff.com/word-search-maker/wordsearch.php

1/2

A: He drank his coffee before it was cool.

Crossword

Q: Why did the butcher work
extra hours at the shop?
Food Labels

10/5/2018

A: To make ends meat.

Food Labels

Name:

Food Labels

Down

Complete the crossword below
1

1. Amount of food provided in the package.

2

2. Eating too much can result in high cholesterol.

3

4. The lower this is, the better; main source is salt.
7. Found on back of most food products.

4

5

9. Helps your bones to grow.
10. Builds up, maintains, and replaces tissue in your body.

6

Across

7
8

3. Major source of energy in the body.

9

5. Needed for energy and based on your body type and daily
exercise, there is a certain intake needed.

10
11

6. Fat found in your body that helps your brain and other
organs grow.
8. This is why we have food labels today.

10. Protein
11. Nutrition
8. Food and Drug Act
6. Cholesterol

4. Sodium

5. Calories

2.Saturated Fats

3. Carbohydrates

1. Servings

Across

Down

3. Major source of energy in the body.
5. Needed for energy and based on your body type and daily
exercise, there is a certain intake needed.
6. Fat found in your body that helps your brain and other organs
grow.

7. Food labels

Across

9. Calcium

11. Study of food and how it works in your body.

C reated with TheTeachersC orner.net C rossword Puzzle G

Down

1. Amount of food provided in the package.
2. Eating too much can result in high cholesterol.
4. The lower this is, the better; main source is salt.
7. Found on back of most food products.
9. Helps your bones to grow.
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Editor Joe Brandel

Women’s Soccer defeats St. Mary’s

Gusties improve to 5-7-1 overall and 2-4-1 in the MIAC

T

Tanner Sparrow
Staff Writer

uesday afternoon in a
rainy game on their home
pitch, the Gustavus Women’s Soccer team earned their
first win since Sept. 15 off of
two second-half goals.
This brings the Gusties’
record to 5-7-1 overall with a
2-4-1 conference record, while
the Cardinals fall to 5-8 overall
with a 0-7 MIAC record.

“It was such a fun
game to watch, coach,
and play in.”
—Coach Burnett-Kurie
“Soccer was made for these
conditions. It was such a fun
game to watch, coach, and play
in. We moved the ball well, had
some creative moments, and
had a lot of dangerous opportunities created by a variety
of players. It was great to be
able to show our depth today.
We’ve been working on consistency and staying engaged
and we did that well for a full
90 minutes. I’m really proud to
get that win and get the shutout as well,” Head Coach Laura Burnett-Kurie said.
At the 55th minute, after a
scoreless first-half, a shot from
Senior Emily Skogseth wasblocked by St. Mary’s keeper,
but Junior Abby Mullenbach
hit in the rebound for a 1-0
lead.
The game remained 1-0 until the 74th minute when Senior
Chase Miller tapped a through
ball to Skogseth, who made a
quick move past the goalkeeper and was not be denied again.
First-year Abby Goodno got

Gustavus Sports Information

Sophomore Lauren Johnson competes in a game Oct. 3. After a rough patch of losing 5 games, the team turned things around with a win against St. Mary’s.

her 10th start in net on the season and racked up her fourth
win by allowing no goals and
making eight saves.
Going six games in a row
without a win (five losses and
one tie) was certainly not ideal
for the Gusties, however they

are staying positive, and this
win will fuel them as they take
on the next stretch.
“Our team has really highenergy coming off of this win.
I’m really proud of my teammates for having a stellar
game. It’s fun to see Emily Sk-

ogseth be a tremendous leader
on the field, for one, but also
just seeing all the other girls
buy in as well. We have a lot
going for us as we take on the
next few games,” Senior Kylie
Lamberty said.
This win energizes the team

Gustavus Sports Information

Members of the Gustavus Women’s soccer team celebrate a goal. The team currently holds a record of 5-7-1 and a record of 2-4-1 in the MIAC.

as they move toward their goal
of making the MIAC playoffs,
but they’re not losing sight of
the short-term either.

“We love to have fun
out there. We have
really good comradery
with our team, and
have been working
hard to make sure we
improve every week.”
—Trina Rinke

“We’re really excited for
this win and we’re hoping to
carry this momentum through
the rest of our games to achieve
our goal of earning a bid for
the MIAC playoffs. That definitely motivates us as we take
it game-by-game to get there,”
Skogseth said.
The closeness of the team
is a huge factor in their energy
and positivity.
“We love to have fun out
there. We have really good
comradery within our team,
and have been working hard to
make sure we improve every
week. It’s been exciting to see
the progress we’re making as
players and teammates,” added Senior Trina Rinke.
The Gusties will next be in
action on Saturday when they
head up to St. Joseph, Minn. to
take on Saint Benedict for a 1
p.m. contest.
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Men’s Golf competes at MIAC Championships
Pederson medals and earns MIAC Athlete of the Week

Gustavus Sports Information

Junior Ben Hauge puts during a match last season. The Gusties wrapped up their fall season this past weekend finishing second in the competition and earning the highest individual score.

T

Skylar Abrego
Staff Writer

he Gustavus Men’s Golf
Team was hungry to finish off its fall season with a
victorious ending at the MIAC
Championships this weekend
after placing second twice in
their previous two meets.
Ben Hauge and Jacob Pederson emerged as front runners
this season, leading the Gusties
and shooting averages of 73.2
and 73.5.
This has placed them at the
top of the MIAC standings for
best two average round scores
this season. Max Ullan had
trailed for the Gusties with an
average of 76.1 and recently
had his best meet of the his season earning him MIAC Athlete
of the Week honors.
Seniors Carter Czichotzki and Max Savini closed out
their last fall seasons strongly,
rounding out the rest of the
team’s top five averages with
77.7 strokes per round. But
they weren’t quite done yet.
This past weekend the
Gusties traveled to Jordan, MN
to compete in the MIAC Golf
Championships.
After day one, the golf team
sat in sixth place holding a
score of 307. St. Thomas and St.
Olaf tied in first with 291.
Pederson continued his
strong record by leading the
Gusties, shooting a 70 and putting himself in a tie for second
place. Ullan and Hauge shot 77

and a 79, respectively, putting
them in the top 30 at the end of
day one.
Czichotzki and Carlson finished out the top five for the
Gusties with scores of 81 and
82, respectively, to close out the
first day.
Heading into the second
day of competition, Head
Coach Scott Moe was optimistic about the team’s chances of
taking home a first place finish.
“Day one put us behind the
eight ball, but we knew that
with 36 holes today, we would
have a chance,” Moe said. “We
were just nine strokes back
with a full round to play which
was big for us. We were playing well and got off to another
good start and other teams
started fading a bit in the last
round and making more bogeys. We had a lot of looks, but
we just missed a few chances.”
The Gusties returned even
stronger on day two, taking on
two full rounds due to the anticipation of possible inclement
weather.
“We played really well on
our final day, shooting just
three over in 36 holes in what
were fairly tough conditions.
Ben put together a great round
this afternoon and Jacob had
such a fantastic overall tournament. Our conference has
so many good players and to
win the last few rounds by that
margin is impressive. I was just
really proud of our battle today,” Moe said.
Hauge finished his season

Gustavus Sports Information

The top five athletes that scored for the Gusties this weekend were Carlson, Czichotzki, Hauge, Pederson, and Ullan.

posting scores 76 and 71, and
Ullan continued his impressive
record with rounds of 73 and
71, to land himself on the AllChampionship team with an
eighth place finish.
Even though the Gusties
performed well, shooting the
best total score on both the
day’s round, as well as their
lowest score of the season with
a 288, they were still unable to
outdo St. Thomas, who took
first in the event for MIAC
Championship their second

consecutive season.
Pederson however, still
came up on top.
The first-year took medalist
honors in the event by a four
stroke margin, boasting scores
of 69 and 71 on the two days,
as well as getting the honor of
MIAC athlete of the week for
the second time this season.
“The overall season was incredible and it can be credited
to how welcoming the team
and my coaches were in making the transition from high-

school to collegiate level golf
as well as having strong chemistry at the very beginning of
the season all the way until
the end,” Pederson said. “It’s
so awesome to have the success that I’ve had as a first-year
medaling and winning MIAC
athlete honors twice in my debut season, while making my
team proud.”
The Gusties have closed
their fall season but will be
back in the Spring to finish
what they have started.
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Men’s Soccer adds on two more wins

Gusties boast record of 9-1-1 and currently lead the MIAC

T

Michael O’Neil
Staff Writter

he Gustavus Men’s Soccer
team picked up a pair of
wins last week to extend
their win-streak to four games.
Last Tuesday, the Gusties
hosted St. Scholastica for their
fifth non-conference game of
the year.
The game proved to be a tale
of two very different halves, and
the Gusties eventually prevailed
4-2.
Although both teams tallied
seven shots in the first half,
neither was able to put points
on the board.
The second half turned into
a high-scoring affair and the
Gusties struck first in the 50th
minute.
Sophomore Trace Dobson
found the back of the net off of a
corner kick from fellow Sophomore Matthew Gibbons to give
the Gusties a 1-0 lead.
In the 58th minute, the Saints
responded with a goal of their
own, but the Gusties wasted no
time regaining the lead.
Just three minutes later, Senior Arthur Parens slotted his
sixth goal of the season on an
assist from Junior Joe Brandel.
The Gusties kept their momentum going and added another in the 66th minute. This
time it was Sophomore Scott
Heinen who scored his first
goal of the season as he sent
a rebound over a defender ’s
head while the goalie was out
of position.
The Saints scored once more
to put some pressure on, but
Gibbons put the game away in
the 72nd minute when he scored

Gustavus Sports Information

Senior Arthur Parens dribbles past St. Scholastica defenders during a game Oct. 2. The Gusties are undefeated at home this season after six games played.

on a free kick.
Senior Anders Severson was
strong in goal, recording six
saves throughout the entire
90-minute game.
The Gusties carried this momentum into Wednesday, when

they traveled to Arden Hills,
MN to take on the Bethel Royals.
This time, they started strong
and controlled the game.
Senior David Almaer started
off the scoring for the Gusties in
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Junior Luke Laurich tries to win the ball from a St. Scholastica midfielder. The team currently holds a record of 9-1-1.

the 13th minute when he took a
pass from fellow Senior Daniel
Barnes and put it past the Royals’ goaltender.
Then, just seven minutes
later, Gibbons scored his fourth
goal of the season unassisted.
Gibbons wasn’t done yet; his
second goal of the game and
fifth of the season came in the
51st minute to give the Gusties
a 3-0 lead.
Bethel was able to cut their
deficit to two goals in the 57th
minute with a goal of their own,
but the Gusties held on for the
rest of the game and escaped
with a 3-1 victory.
With the pair of wins, the
Gusties sit alone atop the MIAC
rankings, and are riding an
eight-game unbeaten streak.
Their last loss came to Luther
College on Sept. 7, over a month
ago.
They are currently ranked
No. 7 in the northern region by
the United Soccer Coaches Poll
rankings published on Oct. 9.
“I think spirits are high, but
the balance there is trying to
enjoy the moment and be present. We’ve talked the entire year
about not focusing on the finish
line, and they’ve really bought
into that,” Head Coach Tudor
Flintham said.
For his stellar offensive efforts which included three goals
and an assist in two games last

week, Gibbons was awarded
MIAC Men’s Soccer Athlete of
the Week honors.
“That award, which Anders
Severson won earlier this year,
is treated as a team award. It’s
nice to get the recognition but
I can’t do it without my brothers,” Gibbons said.
Coach Tudor Flintham attributed much of the team’s
success lately to their humility
and selflessness.
“We’re not really a team
that’s based around stars, and
the guys have really bought into
system-based roles. It’s all about
‘What does the unit do?’ ‘What
does the team do?’ ‘What are
our group goals?’ They’ve been
fantastic and bought into that
immediately.” Flintham said,
echoing Gibbons’ sentiment.
Looking ahead to the rest
of the season, the Gusties have
four more conference games
before playoffs, which begin
on Oct. 30.
“We recognize that we’re
not a finished product, so while
we’re in a good spot at the top
of the conference, there’s a lot
of things to still work on and
collectively that just means
we’re executing on the objectives we’ve had from day one,”
Flintham said.
The Gusties will look to
continue their winning ways on
Saturday, Oct. 13 at St. John’s.

